
3/17/20 - Happy St. Patrick’s Day! 

1. Here is the video of your assignments and today’s reading minilesson- 

https://www.wevideo.com/view/1614900963.  All the information from the video is also 

typed out below for you to reference. 

2. Daily Reading Comprehension (1 page) and have an adult check it.  If you had difficulty, please go 

back in the passage and underline the answers.   

3. Fluency Poem: read My Dog Does My Homework.  Mark the punctuation 

4 red (ending punctuation) and 0 yellow (pausing marks , ; : “). 

4. Reading Workshop: Review of Character traits.  What are character 

traits? Traits based on a person’s personality, the way he/she behaves, 

and doesn’t change on a daily basis. 

a. Please watch the following video of my mini lesson.  I am going to 

go back to parts of Dyamonde Daniel and determine character 

traits for Dyamonde.  Then you will decide on a character from 

your Book Club Book to focus on and determine his/her 

character traits. 

b. Click on the following link - 

c. Strategy -Think about important things the Character Does, 

Says, Thinks. What’s one word I can use to describe them? 

d. Independent Reading - 20 - 30 minutes 

e. Reading reflection -  10 minutes - type on ClassDojo or write in your Reading Response 

journal and take a picture on ClassDojo. 

■ Write about what you read today.  You may choose to:  

1. Retell what you read 

2. Write about the character’s traits 

3. Character traits and evidence 

4. Predictions - Based on character 

traits 

5. Wonderings 

6. Character change 

7. Lesson learned 

5. Writing Workshop: Watch the following video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bIgvAH4T5A.  

Read your original fairy tale planning sheet and make 

sure you have enough details written down - setting 

(where and when the story will take place), names of 

the characters, the problem, magic... 

6. Daily Language Review: please complete one page and have an adult check it.  Please fix any 

mistakes. 

7. Math: Lesson 14.1 Time to the Minute 

https://www.wevideo.com/view/1614900963
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bIgvAH4T5A


a. View the following BrainPop Video https://jr.brainpop.com/math/time/timetotheminute/ 

b. Complete the solve and share on page 739. 

■ Remember the hour hand is short and the minute hand is long  

c. Watch the 14-1 Visual Learning that I have sent out through Pearson 

d. Complete the following - page 741 #1 -4, 7.  Please post a picture of it on ClassDojo when 

you are finished. 

e. Complete the Quick Check that I assigned through Pearson. 

f. Fact Practice on Freckle AND XtraMath! 

https://jr.brainpop.com/math/time/timetotheminute/

